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Advice for completing a guided
reading session.

Child to read the book.

If your child is hesitant to read, you read the 
majority but, stop as you read on some 
easier words, get your child to segment and 
blend this word and repeat.

Adults ask the questions.

Children answer the questions.  



What do you think 
this book is going 
to be about?

Do you think it 
is fiction or 
non-fiction?

What does 
‘cautious’ mean?

?

?

?



Why is Cody 
feeling nervous??

Who might her 
‘minibeast
friends’ be?

?



Can you think of another word for ‘tasty’??



Why does Cody want to stay as a caterpillar??



How does the ladybird try to make Cody feel better about 
becoming a butterfly??



Is Cody excited about drinking nectar? How do you know??



Why do you think Cody is eating so much??



Do you think the grasshopper is happy??



Cody keeps saying ‘Maybe one day’. Do you think she will 
change her mind about becoming a butterfly??



What do you think might happen next??



Why does Cody think that ‘having wings is great’??



Why has the author used bold text here??



How does Cody know that the caterpillar will become 
a butterfly??



Can you think of a word to describe Cody’s behaviour towards 
the caterpillar??



Get ready for the quiz

Were you listening and 
understanding???

Prove it!



the grasshopper Cody the bee

Who is the main character in this story??



the grasshopper

the bee another caterpillar

Who does Cody meet first??

the ladybird



How do Cody’s friends 
help her in this story??



Have you ever felt 
worried about 
something??

Can you remember 
a time when you 
were brave? ?



Cody uses what she’s learnt to help others. How could you 
help someone younger than you??



Can you think of 
a different title 
for this book??
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